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Abstract 

Children as young as 3 months old are using digital media, and the media market of videos 

designed for infants and toddlers is rapidly expanding.  These videos are mostly marketed as 

educational tools for very young children.  Formal features are production techniques that 

provide specific visual and auditory means of representing content, and they can have a large 

influence on a child’s ability to learn from these “educational” programs.  Research on media for 

older children has shown that certain features are more conducive for children to learn from 

digital media than other features.  Despite the extensive research that has been done on how 

preschool-aged children are affected by digital media, there is little information about how 

infants and toddlers are affected by videos or if they can learn anything of value from viewing 

experiences. This study evaluates which formal features are present in the digital media designed 

for infants and toddlers in light of two prominent theories of viewing- the perceptual salience 

model and the comprehensibility model.  A sample of DVDs designed for children under age 

three was coded in six different passes.  Overall, these videos used some features that aid 

children’s understanding of content, such as female narration, which supports the 

comprehensibility hypothesis. However, infant-directed videos predominantly used some 

perceptually salient features that make comprehension difficult for children, such as rapid pace, 

many camera cuts and visual and auditory special effects.  Future research should use these 

findings to study how infants and toddlers respond to the digital media designed for them.  
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Formal Features of Digital Media for Infants and Toddlers: A Content Analysis 

Media provide the backdrop of children’s development, even for those who can barely 

walk and talk. Although the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) released a recommendation 

in 1999 that children under age two should not be exposed to screen media at all (AAP, 1999),  

researchers find that about half of children under age one are watching television or DVDs (see 

Anderson & Pempek, 2005 for a review). Indeed, the top-selling DVDs for children ages birth to 

two years are often claimed to be a learning tool to be used in the home (Garrison & Christakis, 

2005). This fact makes media for infants and toddlers important because, although they may be 

enjoyable, infant-directed videos are not meant for purely entertainment value.  It is unclear, 

however, if infants are capable of learning much, if anything, of the “educational” content being 

developed for them (Anderson & Pempek, 2005).   

Formal features are a symbol system that relays content to the viewers.  More 

specifically, formal features are the visual and auditory production techniques used to structure 

and represent content (Huston & Wright, 1983).  They can play a large role in how the program 

influences the viewer, particularly for young children.  Through research on media for pre-school 

aged children, some features, such as moderate action and slow pace, have been found to be 

more effective in conveying content than other features. A systematic review of which features 

are used in media designed for infants and toddlers has yet to be done.  Once the features that are 

actually present in media designed for this age group are known, researchers can assess if these 

features are as effective for very young children as they are for slightly older children.  This 

thesis will assess the formal features in a representative sample of DVDs designed for infants 

and toddlers.  This thesis is part of a larger study assessing the formal features and content of 

media designed for infants and toddlers. 
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Theoretical Background  

While the baby media market is fairly new, digital media created for preschoolers has 

been produced and marketed for many years.  Most of what is currently known about media for 

very young children, therefore, comes from studies focused on media designed for preschoolers.  

This body of research can serve as the basis for studies on infant and toddler media users.   

Over the course of these studies, two prominent theories have been developed to explain 

how young children learn from digital media, particularly television.  In the first theory, formal 

features of the programs transmit information to the child in a way that is understandable, with 

perceptually salient features used to elicit the child’s attention to the content as well as to provide 

modes to represent content.  A second theory that compliments the first focuses on program 

comprehensibility, i.e., the child’s search for meaningful content. 

The formal features hypothesis. The first theory of how children learn from television 

discusses the formal features of media.  There are two different ways in which formal features 

guide attention.  The first way is through perceptual salience.  Objects that are defined as 

perceptually salient are ones that possess qualities such as change, novelty, movement, 

incongruity, complexity, surprise, or intensity (Huston-Stein & Wright, 1979).  Perceptual 

salience is a quality of the feature, not of the viewer, and it is used to obtain and maintain the 

attention of the viewer (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  Nonverbal auditory features 

have been found to be especially effective in drawing attention to content.  Through repeated 

associations with story content, a second way that features influence attention emerges.  Children 

learn that the salient features serve as a marker of important content (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, 

& Wright, 1982).  Put another way, formal features can be used to signal the fact that important 

or comprehensible material is being presented.  These two ways of influencing attention can be 
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used concurrently.  For example, salient features can attract younger viewers’ attention to 

content and can be used by older children as a marker, thereby attracting both younger and older 

children’s attention to important, central program information (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & 

Wright, 1982).    

Initially, children’s attention is engaged and maintained by perceptually salient objects on 

the screen (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  They non-consciously rely on them to 

know when to attend to the content and when content they can understand is being presented.  

Attention in young, inexperienced viewers is therefore mostly driven by external factors.  As 

children grow older, their cognitive abilities develop, and they also gain more exposure to media 

with experience (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  They are increasingly able to 

garner pertinent information from a program without relying significantly on salient features, 

even though these features are still able to attract their attention (Huston & Wright, 1983).  Their 

attention is now guided more by internal goals to understand a story and expectations of 

comprehensible content.   

In 1981, Huston and colleagues looked at the formal features of children’s television 

programs aired during prime time, day time, and Saturday mornings (Huston et al., 1981).  Their 

content analysis found that the most commonly used features in children’s programs were 

variability, visual tricks, and non-human dialogue.  Variability refers to the rate of scene change 

(i.e., how often new scenes are shown during the program).  Visual tricks are visual special 

effects, such as slow motion or violations of physical laws, fades, dissolves, and zooms.  Non-

human dialogue, a non-salient feature, is dialogue from objects or animals that do not actually 

talk in real life. One feature they found to be ineffective in obtaining and maintaining young 

children’s attention is long zooms, which actually was associated with a loss of attention 
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(Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982; Huston et al., 1981).  Anderson & Levin (1976) also 

found that child dialogue holds children’s attention even though it is not a salient feature.  

Obviously while perceptual salient features elicit attention, they are not the only features that 

maintain attention. 

Once their attention is elicited, children use the formal features to help comprehend what 

is occurring in the program.  There are also two ways in which formal features affect 

comprehension of the program (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  Formal features can 

influence comprehension by drawing attention to contiguous content, pointing out to the child 

that this information is important to process.  It has been found that salient features have a 

positive effect on a child’s understanding of a program, in that they recall more central 

information when salient formal features, such as character vocalizations, are presented just 

before the important content (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).   

It is important to point out that overall time spent attending does not necessarily predict 

comprehension.  Rather, selective attention at certain points in the program predicts 

comprehension.  Lorch, Anderson, and Levin (1979), for example, found that attending at times 

when central content was being presented better predicted comprehension of a program than 

overall looking time. Formal features, then, can play an important role in a child’s understanding 

of a program if they are used to signal important content eliciting visual attention at specific 

program points.   

Formal features can also provide a developmentally appropriate way to express the 

central content to the intended viewer.  That is, the form in which content is represented in a 

program affects how the child remembers that content.  Content can be presented visually or 

aurally.  Research shows that children learn more from visual representations, particularly when 
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there is moderate action, a salient feature (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  The 

combination of moderate action and linguistic content has been shown to be the most effective, 

probably because it provides the child with two modes to represent content.  In particular, visual 

icons provide emphasis for the comparatively abstract verbal track.  For example, Anderson, 

Lorch, Field, and Sanders (1981) found that children attended more to speech about observable 

events than speech without any visual guide to accompany it. 

Another set of features that may enhance recall is songs and rhymes.  Specifically, songs 

increase verbatim recall (Calvert & Tart, 1993); it is a reflective feature that allows children to 

reherse and review content (Huston et al., 1981).  Rhymes when presented via prose also help 

verbatim recall (Johnson & Hayes, 1987).  For sequential lessons such as the letters of the 

alphabet and counting numbers, songs and rhymes can be an effective way of presenting 

information.  

Programs that are more slowly paced are easier for children to understand than programs 

that are rapidly paced, even though rapid pace is more perceptually salient and presumably more 

attention getting (Wright et al., 1984).  When scenes and characters are not moving as fast, 

children have time to recognize the setting so that they can pay attention to what is occurring at 

that place.  The beneficial findings of slow pace for comprehension provide support for the 

comprehensibility hypothesis. 

The comprehensibility hypothesis.  According to the comprehensibility hypothesis, 

attention is guided by the child’s ability to understand the content on the screen (Anderson & 

Lorch, 1983).  According to this theory, attention is influenced by: (1) the individual 

characteristics of the viewer, (2) the form of the content in the program, and (3) the nature of the 

viewing environment (Anderson & Lorch, 1983).  Based on actions and events a child expects to 
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happen in a program, he or she pays attention when there is a “gap” that needs to be filled in to 

understand the program.  When what is occurring on the screen coincides with what they already 

know and expect, comprehension of the program does not require great effort by the child.  In 

particular, if the program is expressing new information within the child’s level of 

understanding, he or she will pay attention and be able to comprehend the program (Anderson & 

Lorch, 1983).   

A child cannot learn from a program unless he or she can first comprehend what the 

program is teaching.  Attention may be terminated when the information is too difficult (i.e., 

beyond their range of comprehension).  For example, Anderson, Lorch, Field, and Sanders 

(1981) showed 2-, 3.5-, and 5-year-olds an episode of Sesame Street that contained normal 

segments as well as distorted ones (e.g., rearranged bits, bits with backward speech).  In general, 

children paid significantly more attention to normal segments than to distorted ones.  This study 

suggests that children as young as age 2 have the ability to comprehend and understand 

information related to speech and the sequencing of scenes.   

If attention has previously been sustained for a substantial period of time, the child will 

continue to attend to the program, even when content becomes more difficult.  This 

phenomenon, known as attentional inertia, refers to the fact that as looks are sustained for longer 

and longer periods of time, the viewer becomes less distractible and remembers more about the 

content (Anderson & Lorch, 1983).  If formal features capture a child’s attention at a time when 

content is comprehensible for the child, he or she may continue to attend beyond that point.  

Therefore, while the level of difficulty of the content affects children’s attention, they can end up 

watching content that is outside of their ability to comprehend if it is preceded by enough 

comprehensible material.  The child may then be able to expand his or her knowledge even more. 
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  Summary. The formal features and comprehensibility models each provide 

complimentary approaches for understanding how to learn from media.  The form of the program 

plays a significant role in both of these theories.  Perceptually salient features are an important 

element of the programs because they elicit and sustain the child’s attention and may emphasize 

important material.  That material, however, must also be comprehensible to the child before 

learning can occur.  Content presented by certain features, such as low pace, is more 

comprehensible to children, even though low pace is not perceptually salient.  Educational 

content needs to take into account these findings in order to produce content that is 

understandable to the targeted age group. All of these findings, however, apply to preschool age 

children and older.  It is not clear that there will be the same effect on very young children who 

watch screen media. 

 Research on Media Use by Very Young Children 

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommended that children under the age of 

24 months not be exposed to electronic screens at all (AAP, 1999).  Although there was little 

empirical evidence to support this recommendation, the AAP thought that screen media would be 

detrimental to very young children.  Possible problems they discussed were disrupted brain 

growth and development, a decrease in parent-child interaction, and a decrease in play time.  

From previous research (e.g., Fiese, 1990), it has been found that all of these factors are 

important to a child’s development.  At present, there is no clear evidence as to what effect there 

is on very young children from the use of electronic media designed specifically for children 

younger than three.  There is evidence showing negative effects of exposure to adult 

programming on very young children. 
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Despite the AAP recommendation, parents are not exposing their infants and toddlers to 

screen media.  Twenty-two percent of babies 3 to 6 months of age spend about 1-2 hours daily 

using screen media (Rideout & Hamel, 2006).  For children 2 to 3 years of age, 41% spend more 

than 2 hours daily with screen media (Rideout & Hamel, 2006).  Overall, 61% of children under 

two watch TV, a video, or a DVD on a typical day (Rideout & Hamel, 2006).   

A few studies have addressed how infants and toddlers learn from and are affected by 

digital media designed for their age group.  One study by Anderson and Levin (1976) found an 

important shift in attention at 30 months of age.  Under 30 months, children generally kept their 

backs to the TV and paid more attention to their mothers.  Once the child was 30 months of age, 

however, he or she began to face the TV rather than the mother and pay more attention to the 

screen with longer sustained looks.  Anderson and colleagues (e.g., Anderson, Lorch, Field, & 

Sanders; 1981, Anderson & Lorch, 1983) argue that this change is due to greater ability to 

comprehend the programs at 30 months of age.  That is, they pay better attention because they 

better understand what is going on in the programs.  This milestone could mean that children 

under 30 months of age have difficulty comprehending programs regardless of the formal 

features and techniques used.  Another possibility is that the information presented in the 

program may have been too difficult for very young children to understand because there was no 

media designed for children under 30 months of age when these studies were conducted.  

Recently, Pempek et al. (2007) conducted a study that examined the degree to which very 

young children could comprehend “age-appropriate” television programming.  They showed 6- 

to 24-month-olds two versions of Teletubbies, a television program targeted at infants and 

toddlers.  One version was unaltered and the other version was manipulated (either with 

rearranged shots or with backward speech, which should disrupt comprehensibility).  Only older 
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babies (18- and 24-month-olds) looked longer at the unaltered, normal segments.  For children 

under 18 months of age, the comprehensibility of the segment did not affect the look length.  

This finding suggests that, under 18 months of age, children do not understand what is occurring 

on the screen, at least with respect to the linguistic and sequential aspects of the program.  It is 

also important to note that 18-month-olds paid greater attention to normal segments because this 

finding could have implications for the AAP recommendation.  That is, children as young as 18 

months may in fact be able to understand what is being presented on the screen.   

Research also shows that children do not learn as well from watching a screen as they do 

from watching a live presentation (e.g., Barr & Hayne, 1999; Troseth & DeLoache, 1998).  This 

delay in learning from videos is called the “video deficit” (Anderson & Pempek, 2005).  The 

deficit can be overcome by watching the content on the screen repeatedly, thereby encouraging 

familiarity with the program and its material.  For example, Barr and collegues (2007) found that 

children age 12 to 15 months performed better on imitation tasks after being repeatedly exposed 

to a video.  Interestingly, most of these digital media products designed for babies are meant to 

be watched or played over and over again, which is now feasible with the pervasiveness of DVD 

and VHS equipment in homes.  This trend could mean that very young children can learn from 

the screen media.   

To date, there is no empirical information available on what features are salient or 

comprehensible to very young children.  Using appropriate features could greatly influence the 

extent to which very young children comprehend and learn from digital media. 

Hypotheses 

Given that a majority of media programs designed for infants and toddlers make 

educational claims about their product, there are a number of features I would expect to see in 
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media specifically designed for very young children based on the perceptual salience and 

comprehensibility models.  In general, I expect age-appropriate techniques to be applied to 

maximize the amount a child can learn from the medium.  I predict that certain techniques will 

be used to obtain and maintain the intended viewer’s attention and that certain techniques will be 

used to enhance comprehension of content.  These predictions are based on how children 

respond to features and to program comprehensibility during the preschool years.   

Action. Following both the comprehensibility and perceptual salience models, there 

should be more overall character action than object action because children pay attention to and 

imitate humans the most (Meltzoff, 1995).  Within these two types of action, I expect 

significantly more moderate action than all other levels of action.  Moderate action is 

perceptually salient while also being the most effective visual way to convey the plot to children 

(Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  The perceptual salience model would predict more 

moderate action as well, but it would more generally predict that there will be more moderate 

and rapid action (high levels of action) than inactive or low levels of action.  High levels of 

action should be present more often than low levels (no action, inactive stationary, and active 

stationary) because high action is perceptually salient, and therefore, should be attention-getting 

(Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982). 

Pace.  Based on the comprehensibility model, I expect more slowly-paced programs 

where there are few scene and character changes because rapidly paced programs- which are 

perceptually salient- are more difficult to understand even at older ages (Wright et al., 1984).  

However, if programs are using a perceptual salience model, I predict that these videos will be 

very rapidly paced. 
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Visual effects.  According to the comprehensibility model, the videos for infants and 

toddlers should have few cuts, fades and dissolves, and wipes.  High frequencies of these 

features make the media hard to process and integrate for young children.  Zooms, which are 

perceptually salient and comprehensible, should be used often in these videos.  They become less 

salient when they are too long (Huston et al., 1981), but when used appropriately they can be a 

reflective feature, allowing the child to think about the content, thereby aiding comprehension 

(Huston et al., 1981).  On the other hand, perceptual salience predicts that there will be high 

levels of cuts and visual special effects because they direct children’s attention towards what is 

occurring on screen. 

Auditory effects. Preschool and grade school aged children listen to the auditory track and 

attend to the video screen when salient audio effects occur (Calvert, Huston, Watkins & Wright, 

1982).  It would follow then that media programs for infants and toddlers would also use 

perceptually salient audio effects, such as vocalizations and sound effects, to cue important 

information. Therefore, I expect high levels of perceptually salient audio features in the media 

for infants and toddlers. I predict that a majority of the programs will use rhymes, because they 

aid in language development.  I also expect most programs to use songs because songs help 

children remember information better word for word (Calvert & Tart, 1993).  Finally, the 

perceptual salience hypothesis would predict more foreground music than background music 

because foreground music is louder in volume and attracts children’s attention. 

Children also attend to content that is comprehensible to them (Lorch, Anderson & 

Levin, 1979). It follows then that if the product includes narration or dialogue, a low salience 

technique, the voice of a woman or child should be used because preschool-aged children 

respond to these voices more than to male voices (Lorch et al., 1979).  Additionally, the 
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comprehensibility model would predict proportionally more background music than foreground 

music because background music includes dialogue that may be understandable to children. 

Method 

Sample   
 

An Internet search was conducted by several undergraduate research assistants to find the 

digital media available for children under the age of 3 years.  A comprehensive list of DVDs 

designed for this age range was compiled between the fall of 2006 to the fall of 2007.  From this 

list, a sub-sample was chosen to include all companies found in the search that produced screen 

media for children under age three.  Whenever a company produced a series, two titles were 

randomly chosen to represent that product.  In the end, there was a total of 36 DVDs in the 

sample.   

Procedure 

For the current study, the sample of DVDs was coded for formal features.  There was a 

total of six passes scored for each title.  The categories coded included: action (1 pass), pace (1 

pass), visual features (1 pass), and auditory features (3 passes).  The formal features of the media 

were scored in the coding software The Observer XT.  Using this software, each category coded 

was broken into subcategories that correspond to separate keys on the keyboard.  When the key 

was pressed, Observer recorded which particular subcategory was occurring and kept track of 

either the time it occurred at or for how long it occurred.  When coding was complete, the data 

were compiled and analyzed using the statistical programs SPSS.  

Formal Features Coding Scheme  

The coding system used in this study was adopted from the formal features coding system 

originally created by Huston and colleagues (1981) to score formal features in TV programs 
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created for older children.  Because the original system was designed for television, changes 

have been made to include all digital media.  The coding system has also been slightly modified 

to make it applicable to infants and toddlers, such as the inclusion here of rhyming which is a 

technique often used to teach very young children.  Narration and dialogue, as well as sound 

effects and vocalizations, were collapsed in the earlier study, but were scored separately for this 

study. 

 Each category for formal features was coded in one of two ways, continuously or 

discretely.  Continuous coding measures the duration for which a feature occurs.  For example, 

the length of zooms and pans was measured.  Thus, measures for continuous variables included 

the proportion of the video for which each feature occurred or the average length of a given 

feature. Discrete coding, on the other hand, measures just the occurrence of a feature.  An 

example of a feature being measured discretely is character change, a subcomponent of pace.  

Thus, discrete variables were measured by total frequency of their occurrence throughout the 

video. 

 The first pass for formal features was action.  Action focuses on the amount of movement 

on the screen.  There were five levels of action ranging from inactive stationary to rapid 

movement through space, and each level was broken down into character and object action.  See 

Table 1 for definitions and explanations of all the features coded.  The highest level of action 

occurring was coded, with character action always taking precedence over object action, and 

action was coded for every moment of the program, making it a continuous measurement.  Only 

the higher two levels of action are perceptually salient, with rapid action, at the speed of a run, 

more salient than moderate action at the speed of a walk.   
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The next pass measured pace.  Pace was made up of two components, scene change and 

character/object change (see Table 1), and was measured discretely.  Coders distinguished 

between new scenes and familiar ones and scored whenever a character(s) or object(s) appeared 

or left a scene.  Pace varies in its amount of perceptual salience and comprehensibility.  New 

scenes, for instance, are more perceptually salient than are familiar scenes, but any scene change 

is demanding for an infant or toddler to process. 

The third pass, visual effects, involved camera and editing techniques, incorporating both 

continuous and discrete measurements.  It was broken down into cuts, pans/tracks, zooms, 

fades/dissolves, wipes, and special effects (see Table 1).  These categories were not mutually 

exclusive, allowing for more than one to occur at any given time.  Some features in this category 

are perceptually salient, such as visual special effects and zooms, while others, such as fades, are 

not.  Although a number of visual features are perceptually salient, they do not all maintain 

attention, especially long zooms (Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).   

The last category, auditory effects, was broken into three separate passes.  It also 

included both continuous and discrete measures.  In the first pass, singing, rhyming, and 

vocalizations were scored (see Table 1).  Vocalizations and singing tend to be perceptually 

salient and very effective at eliciting attention.  The second pass was exclusively for speech of 

character, which was broken up into 21 individual types.  Speech is not perceptually salient, but 

research shows children pay more attention to children’s voices than adults, particularly males 

(Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  The last pass included foreground music, 

background music, sound effects, and narration (see Table 1).  Sound effects and foreground 

music are also very perceptually salient. 

Inter- Observer Reliability 
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For each of these categories one coder scored the entire sample, and a second coder 

scored 25% of the sample for that category so that reliability could be assessed.  Before coding 

began, coders practiced scoring a number of videos for training.  During training, the new 

coder’s scoring was compared to that of an experienced coder. Training was conducted to 

provide the greatest accuracy once coding began, and it increased the coders’ familiarity with the 

coding scheme. Once the coder achieved an kappa level of .7 or higher when compared to the 

experienced coder, she was permitted to begin coding on her own. 

Results 

Action 

 Twenty DVDs were coded for action.  See Table 2 for means and standard deviations of 

the different action levels.  Note that the proportions of character and object action do not add up 

to one because there were times when neither character nor object action were occurring.  These 

times were coded as no action, and the proportion of time no action occurred was also calculated. 

 Character versus Object Action. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the 

proportion of time character action occurred to the proportion of time object action occurred, 

collapsing across level of action.  Overall, significantly more character action occurred, t(19) = 

6.38, p < .001. 

 Level of Character Action. A repeated measures ANOVA with character action (5 levels: 

no action, inactive stationary, active stationary, moderate movement, and rapid movement) as the 

within-subject factor was conducted to test the hypothesis that there would be a greater 

proportion of moderate action than all other levels of action.  A main effect of character action 

was found, F(4,76) = 14.19, p < .001.  Post hoc analysis revealed five significant relationships.  

Inactive stationary character action occurred for a greater proportion of time than did no action, 
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t(19) = -5.56, p < .001, active stationary, t(19) = 4.01, p = .001, moderate action, t(19) = 3.27, p 

= .004, or rapid action, t(19) = 5.61, p < .001.  Moderate character action also occurred 

significantly more than rapid action, t(19) = 2.20, p = .041.  See Table 2 for the means and 

standard deviations at each level. 

 Level of object action. A repeated measures ANOVA with object action (5 levels) as the 

within-subject factor was conducted to test if there was a significantly greater proportion of 

moderate object action than all other levels of object action.  A main effect of object action was 

found, F(4,76) = 3.44, p = .012.  Post hoc analysis of paired-samples t-tests revealed three 

significant relationships.  Inactive object action occurred significantly more than active 

stationary, t(19) = 2.14, p = .046, moderate action, t(19) = 3.11, p = .006, or rapid action, t(19) = 

2.18, p = .042.   

 High versus low action.  The last hypothesis regarding character and object action 

combined predicted that there would be a greater proportion of high action (including both 

moderate and rapid action) than low action (consisting of no action, inactive stationary, and 

active stationary) because high action is more perceptually salient contrary to prediction. The 

paired-samples t-test found significantly more low action than high action, t(19) = 5.07, p < .001. 

Pace 

 For 16 videos, the rate per minute of new scenes, familiar scenes, character changes, and 

object changes were scored.  See Table 3 for the means and standard deviations for each 

category.  Based on rates reported in Wright et al.’s 1984 study for low continuity, low paced 

shows, which most closely resembles the videos designed for infants and toddlers, I predicted 

that these videos would have lower than a mean rate of 1.46 for scene changes and 2.26 for 

character changes.  In the current study, only two of the videos had a rate per minute under 1.46 
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for overall scene changes, and only 6.2% of the videos, or one in 16 videos, had a character 

change rate lower than 2.26.   For scene change, the videos ranged from a pace of 0.70 to 8.14. 

Visual Effects 

 A total of 18 videos were coded for visual effects, and a number of paired-samples t-tests 

were conducted on this data.  See Table 4 for the means and standard deviations for the 

individual visual effects. 

 Cuts. The comprehensibility model would predict few cuts whereas the perceptually 

salient model would predict high levels of cuts because they grab the viewers’ attention.  

Overall, the average rate per minute for cuts was 4.12 (SD = 5.05).  This rate means that there 

was approximately one cut about every 15 seconds and would be considered a high level of cuts, 

supporting the perceptual salience model. 

 Fades & dissolves and wipes.  Low levels of both fades and dissolves and wipes were 

expected because they make media more challenging for children to comprehend since they are 

associated with changes in time and place.  On average, there were 3.69 (SD = 2.12) fades and 

dissolves per minute and 1.56 (SD = 0.98) wipes per minute.  These rates are high because they 

are mostly used during scene changes, which are difficult for young children to comprehend. 

Zooms.  It was predicted that there would be a high level of zooms because it is a 

reflective feature, which can also be salient if it is not too long. There was an average rate of .98 

(SD = .65), which translates to about one zoom per minute.  The mean duration of a zoom was 

4.17 seconds (SD = 1.69). 

 Visual special effects. Following the perceptual salience model a high rate of visual 

special effects was expected.  The results revealed that there were about 4 visual special effects 

per minute, M= 4.18, SD = 2.90. 
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Auditory Effects 

 A total of 18 videos were coded for auditory effects in three separate passes.   

 Speech.  Women and children were expected to speak for a greater proportion of the time 

in which speech occurred than males.  A repeated measure ANOVA with speaker (adult male, 

adult female, child) as the within-subject factor was conducted, but no significant difference was 

found.  Despite this finding, the mean proportion of time that children spoke (M = .30, SD = 

0.26), was almost double the proportion of time that males (M = .18, SD = .35) and females (M = 

.15, SD = .29) spoke.  It is important to remember that the proportions calculated for this 

category are the proportion of time each group spoke out of total time dialogue occurred, not the 

total time of the video.   

 Narration. Similar to speech, women and children were expected to narrate for a great 

proportion of the time than males.  A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with narrator 

(adult male, adult female, child) as the within-subject factor.  A main effect of narrator was 

found, F(2,34) = 8.73, p = .001.  Paired-samples t-tests carried out in post hoc analysis revealed 

that women narrated significantly more than both men, t(17) = 3.57, p = .002, and children, t(17) 

= 3.26, p = .005.  Once again the proportion of time is out of total time narrated, not the total 

time of the video. 

 Singing.  Contrary to my hypothesis, a majority, or 14 of the videos, used singing 15% of 

the time or less.  Surprisingly, seven videos used no singing at all, and only 1 in 15 videos used 

singing more than 25% of the time.  For lack of a better comparison, 25% was used to determine 

if programs used singing for a substantial amount of time.  The more singing is used the more 

reflective the video is.   
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 Rhymes. It was predicted that a majority of the videos would use rhyming. The statistics 

showed that a majority, 68.8%, of the videos did not use rhyming at all.  The 31.2% of videos 

that did use rhymes ranged from having only one rhyme to having 31 rhymes.  Because of this 

broad range, the mean was 3.31, SD = 8.00, but the median was 0.   

 Sound effects and vocalizations. High levels of sound effects and vocalizations were 

expected because they are perceptually salient.  While there was a high rate of sound effects per 

minute, M = 2.40, SD = 2.27, there was not a high rate of vocalizations, M = 0.52, SD = 0.80.  A 

paired-samples t-test was conducted for exploratory purposes comparing the rates of sound 

effects and vocalizations.  Significantly more sound effects were used than vocalizations, t(15) = 

3.68, p = .002. 

 Foreground and background music. A paired-samples t-test was performed to see if there 

was a significant difference between the proportion of time foreground music was used and the 

proportion of time background music was used.  No significant difference was found between 

the two categories.   

Discussion 

 This study was the initial step in a larger longitudinal study examining the use and effects 

of formal features and content in children’s digital media. This thesis specifically looked at the 

concentration of formal features in videos designed for infants and toddlers.  While an entire 

inventory of DVDs for infants and toddlers was taken and a representative sample was 

determined, only part of the sample is complete at this time.  The results reported here are based 

on the videos that have been scored thus far. 

  After a complete inventory was taken, two titles from each major company were chosen 

at random and were coded for their formal features, the visual and auditory production 
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techniques used to structure and represent content (Huston & Wright, 1983).  Predictions were 

made based on a comparison of two prominent television models, the perceptual salience model 

and the comprehensibility model.  Analysis of the results revealed a number of significant 

findings, some of which supported one or both of these theories. 

 The hypothesis that there would be more character action than object action was 

supported.  Analysis of the individual levels found that inactive stationary character action was 

the action level present the most, yet inactive stationary action is the least salient level of action 

(Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  The frequent use of inactive stationary action may 

be due to the fact that some of the videos use low quality production techniques.  Post hoc 

analysis also showed that there was significantly more moderate action than rapid action.  While 

both moderate and rapid action are perceptually salient, moderate action is better for relaying 

content to children (Calvert, 1991).  A greater amount of this type of action could make the 

videos more comprehensible to very young children.  

 Pace was expected to be low because, while high pace is perceptually salient, low pace is 

more comprehensible to young viewers (Wright et al., 1984).  Most of the videos’ rate of scene 

change did not fall below the average rate found in the Wright et al. (1984) study, meaning that a 

majority of the videos had rate of scene changes higher than 1.46 per minute.  It could be argued 

that there were more scene changes for infants and toddlers in order to accommodate to their 

short attention span.   However, a closer look at individual videos reveals that it is not the case 

that a number of small skits took place, each in one location.  Instead, the videos cut back and 

forth between familiar scenes rapidly within a segment.  This type of organization requires that 

children work to integrate the different locations in order to understand the content.  While these 
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high rates of changes are perceptually salient and thus attention-grabbing, they will not be 

comprehensible to very young children.   

 Findings about visual features generally supported the perceptual salience model, not the 

comprehensibility model.  The hypotheses that there would be low levels of cuts, fades and 

dissolves, and wipes, which are based on the comprehensibility model, were not supported.  On 

average, there was about one cut every 15 seconds, which would be perceptually salient and 

would require children to pay close attention to the program because they would need to 

integrate more information within scenes than if fewer cuts were used.  Note that the standard 

deviation for cuts was very large. This result means that although the average was one cut every 

15 seconds, a number of videos used much less than this average, while a number of videos also 

used many more.  The programs that used less cuts should be more comprehensible to very 

young children.  There was also about one and a half wipes per minute on average.  This rate 

means that in a 30 minute video there would be approximately 45 wipes.  This number is large 

even for an older audience.  The high rates of these transitions relates to the high pace that was 

found in a number of videos.   

The remaining predictions about visual features that there would high levels of zooms 

and visual special effects because they are perceptually salient were supported.  Similar to wipes, 

there was on average of one zoom per minute and they typically lasted about four seconds.  This 

use of zooms allows children to focus and reflect on the action and content occurring in the video 

(Huston et al., 1981), supporting both the perceptual salience and comprehensibility models.  For 

special effects, there was an average of four per minute. A detailed look at when the special 

effects occurred could reveal how they were being used and if they drew attention to important 

content. 
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 In the auditory category more female and child speech and narration was expected 

because research has shown that children respond more to women and children’s voices than 

male voices (Lorch et al., 1979).  This prediction was partially supported.  A female voice was 

used for narration significantly more than a child or male voice, supporting the comprehensibility 

model.  Children respond to “motherese” or “parentese” as it is more commonly called today, 

characterized by high pitch, short phrases, and clearer pronunciation.  Women may be used the 

most because they are more naturally high-pitched.  The proportions of time each type of 

dialogue occurred in the videos, however, supported neither model.  Similar to cuts, the standard 

deviation for each group showed that the proportions of speech varied greatly among the videos.   

The comparison of foreground and background music did not support either model.  

Neither foreground nor background music was used significantly more than the other.  The 

hypotheses for singing and rhyming were also not supported.  The majority of videos actually 

used singing less than 15% of the time and used no rhymes at all.  Songs and rhymes can help 

children with verbatim recall (Calvert & Tart, 1993; Johnson & Hayes, 1987), which can be 

useful when teaching topics common to these videos such as the alphabet and numbers.  Infant-

directed videos are not taking advantage of these learning tools.   

Another hypothesis that was supported by the data was that there would be high levels of 

sound effects; however, there were not high levels of vocalizations.  Calvert and Scott (1989) 

found that sound effects increase children’s visual orientation to the program, and as such they 

are a useful feature that is not only perceptually salient but also increases comprehension.  

Vocalizations are also a useful auditory feature that is associated with better plot comprehension 

(Calvert, Huston, Watkins, & Wright, 1982).  The videos for infants and toddlers should use 

more vocalizations than were found here. 
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  There are a number of limitations to this study.  The sample size in the study was 

relatively small.  A larger sample (currently being completed) would make the results more 

generalizable.  This study also only looks at DVDs.  There is a growing industry of computer 

games and TV consoles.  Future studies should evaluate the formal features of those products to 

see if they are similar to the DVDs.  Note that while these products are outside the scope of this 

thesis, they are part of the ongoing larger study. With the information provided by this study 

about formal features, empirical studies should be done to determine how children are affected 

by the formal features present in these videos.  The longitudinal study that this thesis is part of 

will begin to address this topic.     

In conclusion, these results show that while some of the guidelines from the perceptual 

salience and comprehensibility models are part of infant-directed videos, a number of important 

techniques are being ignored or rarely used.  If these videos are to be used as an educational tool, 

producers need to consider the formal features they are using and create media that is both 

interesting and comprehensible to infants and toddlers.  Research cannot discover if the 

American Academy of Pediatric’s recommendation of no screen media before age two is 

appropriate unless media are designed for very young children in ways that foster learning.       
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Table 1. Formal Features  
Category Definition 

Action Movement of characters and objects 

          Inactive stationary Completely stationary or absence of gross motor actions 

          Active Stationary Gross motor action while staying in one spot 

          Moderate Action through Space Movement at about the pace of walking 

          Rapid Action through Space Movement at the pace of running or faster 

Pace 

          Character/Object Change 

          Scene Change 

Frequency of character and scene changes 

Characters entering and leaving scenes 

Like in a play, the background of the show changes 

Visual Effects  Techniques used to influence what is shown on the screen 

          Cut Abrupt change from one camera shot to another  

          Track/Truck Camera moves along with the object so it appears as if it moves with the 
object through space 

          Pan Camera stays stationary but follows an object or scene as if a person 
stands in one place and moves head from left to right 

         Zoom Camera continuously moves in closer or further away from an object  

         Fade A transition where a screen goes to black followed by a new scene 

          Dissolve A transition where a scene or object breaks down into smaller pieces to 
blend into the next image that is underneath it 

          Wipe A transition where the current picture appears to be dragged or pulled 
across the screen and a new picture is simultaneously added 

          Special Effect A technique used to produce an effect that cannot be achieved by normal 
techniques, such as the superimposition or slow motion 

Auditory effects Techniques used to influence what is heard by the viewer 

          Singing lyrics, humming, or phonetic sounds made by a human or humanoid 

          Rhyming presenting similar sounding words together, not in song 

          Vocalization Audible sounds that are not dialogue or singing such as a loud whistle 

         Foreground Music Music that is presented without dialogue  
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          Background Music Dialogue being presented simultaneously with the song less prominent 

          Sound Effects Sounds other than dialogue or music that are added in during editing such 
as drum rolls and clocks ticking 

          Narration Spoken commentary that provides details or tells a story related to what is 
occurring in a scene 
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Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations for Proportion of Time at Each Action Levels 
 

 Type of Action 

Level of Action Character 
Action 

Object 
Action Total 

No action   .07 (.09) 

Inactive 
stationary .39 (.22) .09 (.11) .48 (.25) 

Active stationary .12 (.12) .04 (.05) .03 (.06) 

Moderate 
movement .15 (.17) .03 (.06) .18 (.16) 

Rapid movement .07 (.08) .04 (.04) .11 (.08) 

Total .73 (.21) .19 (.18) 1.00 
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Table 3. Rate per Minute of Scene and Character and Object Change 
 

Type of Change Mean Standard 
Deviation 

New scenes 1.15 0.96 

Familiar scenes 2.54 1.58 

Total (New + Familiar) 3.70 2.02 

Character change 4.81 2.44 

Object change 2.44 2.47 
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Table 4. Rate per Minute of Visual Effects 
 

Type of Visual Effect Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Cuts 4.12 5.50 

Tracks and pans  1.31 1.60 

Zooms 0.98 0.65 

Fades and dissolves 3.69 2.12 

Wipes 1.56 0.98 

Special effects 4.18 2.90 

 

 

 
   
 

 

 


